We propose an optimization technique designed specifically for molecular structure optimization performed on an ab initio level. This gradient-based technique is a modification of quadratically convergent quasi-Newton method, and although it requires more energy evaluations than the conventional method, each of these energy evaluations is much cheaper due to 0(N3) scaling of the two-electron integrals evaluation. Statistics obtained from numerous optimization runs with Leonard-Jones molecules shows that the number of energy and gradient evaluations for the proposed technique is only 1.5-5 times (for 3-27 atoms, respectively) larger than that for conventional method. Given the great advantage of 0(N3) scaling of the two-electron integrals in the former, a substantial speedup of the overall computation can be achieved in certain cases. We consider the factors which affect the performance of the proposed technique and we also present timings and other details of several molecular structure optimization tests of the method on the ab initio level. Additionally, a novel approach to numerical Hessian evaluation during optimization is proposed, where the quality of the Hessian so obtained can be assessed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of two-electron integrals is one of the bottlenecks in ab initio electronic structure calculations since it scales as 0(N4), where N is the number of basis functions. This burden becomes even heavier during the typical task of searching for an equilibrium structure of a molecule, because one needs to evaluate two-electron integrals for multiple geometries. Therefore, the optimization algorithms which require the least number of energy evaluations are considered to be the most appropriate for molecular structure optimization.
Among the optimization techniques, quasi-Newton (QN) methods (see, e.g., Ref. 1) exhibit a quadratic convergence rate and are widely recognized as very successful. These methods proceed by performing consecutive onedimensional minimizations along different search directions which are chosen based on the gradients at the points found during previous line searches. The significant advantage of the QN methods is that they do not require the matrix of second derivatives (the Hessian matrix) at the start, but upon completion, a fairly good approximation to the inverse Hessian matrix becomes available. The use of such methods to search for an equilibrium geometry of a molecule is justified when the starting geometry is far from the equilibrium one, since analytical evaluation of the Hessian matrix at the very beginning of such an optimization is not worth the cost. Such a situation occurs when either no reasonable guess about the equilibrium geometry is available, e.g., as in the case of atomic clusters,2'3 or when the search for the global minimum on the potential energy surface (PES) proceeds via random generation of initial configurations followed by local minimization. 4 In this paper, we will present a modified version of QN methods which, under certain circumstances, can outperform the conventional ones when a molecular geometry optimization at an ab initio level is of interest. This modification is brought by noting the specific way the total molecular energy that has to be minimized is calculated at an ab initio level. In fact, as much as -90% of the CPU time required to calculate the energy at, e.g., the Hartree-Fock or GVB-PP (generalized valence bond with perfect pairing spin restrictions)5 level of theory may be spent on the calculation and manipulation of the two-electron integrals: The number of these integrals scales as 0(N4), where N is the total number of basis functions 4. In general, each basis function parametrically depends on the coordinates of some atom in the molecule, but in cases with symmetry, symmetry-adapted functions can be employed, where each of these functions depends on the coordinates of symmetryrelated atoms. Clearly, if only one atom in the molecule is displaced from its former position where the energy has been already calculated, then just a portion of the two-electron integrals needs to be re-evaluated, namely, the integrals involving the m basis functions which depend on the coordinates of the displaced atom (in cases with symmetry, of all symmetryrelated atoms). This fact has been acknowledged and even put to occasional use since the early days of computer programs in quantum chemistry (see, e.g., Ref. 6) .
Since the number of the integrals to be re-evaluated scales as O(mN3), then using search directions along which only the position of a single atom (or group of symmetryrelated atoms) is changed might be exploited to considerable computational advantage. Although such line searches are formally N/m times computationally less expensive than the conventional ones, restricting search directions in the way described above will increase their number in the course of optimization. Under certain conditions, these two competing trends, i.e., the increase of the number of line searches versus the decrease in computational effort required for each line search, can provide an overall advantage for this algorithm with restricted line searches over the conventional QN method.
In this paper, we first formulate the modified QN method (Sec. II and the Appendix), then present the statistics obtained from numerous optimization runs with Lennard-Jones clusters (Sec. III) and the results of several molecular structure optimizations performed on the ub initio level (Sec. IV). We then show in Sec. V how one can estimate the difference in the computational cost of the modified QN method with respect to that of the conventional one prior to the actual optimization, and we analyze the factors which affect this difference. In the conclusion, we summarize the main results.
II. MODIFIED QUASI-NEWTON METHOD
In order to describe a molecular structure consisting of N,, atoms, we will use redundant Cartesian coordinates so that a molecular geometry is represented as a 3N,,-dimensional vector x with the components X0.i (u=x,y,z,i= l)...) Nat). This choice of coordinates has no effect on the performance of the QN methods, where the number of line searches required depends only on the number of independent degrees of freedom.
In the conventional QN method, the (n + 1 )th iteration consists of: (i) evaluating the gradient g (') at the current point x@); (ii) constructing a search direction P (n)= -H' "'g'"', where H(") is the so-called H-matrix, which can be viewed as an approximation to the inverse (or generalized inverse)7 Hessian matrix. Typically, the H-matrix is set to the unit matrix before the first iteration and then Z-!(") is constructed from H '"-') , (x(~)--x("-~)) and (n)-(n-1) (g g ) according to some updating formula such as DFP, BFGS, etc. (see, e.g., Ref. 1) ; and (iii) a line search for a minimum along the direction pen) is performed to obtain the next point xc"+').
If a search direction p had all components except those corresponding to the coordinates of a single atom set equal to zero, then each line search would involve evaluations of the total energy in which only a portion of the two-electron integrals would need to be evaluated while the rest of them would remain unchanged, as pointed out in Sec. I. (In cases with symmetry, the search direction's nonzero components should correspond to the group of symmetry-related atoms). In order to choose search directions which result in the displacement of a single atom (or group of symmetry-related atoms), i.e., "restricted directions," one has to choose the center(s) to move and the three-dimensional direction(s) of its (their) movement. Since the QN method produces the best search directions among all gradient-based algorithms involving line searches,' it seems reasonable to construct restricted directions as close to the QN ones as possible. This goal is achieved when the QN search direction is modified as follows. First, we determine the center(s) i* where the current QN direction is dominant: i*:p,2,i+p~,i+p~,i~max.
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Thus, by modifying only the search direction at each iteration of the standard QN method as described above, one obtains a gradient-based optimization algorithm which involves restricted line searches where the energy evaluations are much less expensive compared to conventional line searches, although the number of line searches is increased compared to the conventional QN method.
Now, that we have formally defined the modified QN method, let us discuss two important issues, starting with the choice for an updating formula for the H-matrix. This formula relates a search direction to the gradient at the current point, according to rule (ii) given above for the QN algorithm. As far as the conventional QN method is concerned, many updating formulas have been proposed. Among them, the DFP and BFGS formulas are recognized as the most successful'** and, therefore, they (or their combinations) are generally used in practice. However, these formulas expect that all search directions used in the course of optimization were obtained according to rule (ii) of the conventional QN method. Obviously, this condition does not hold for the modified QN method which employs projections of the directions obtained via rule (ii) into restricted directions according to Eqs. (1) and (2). This makes the so-called "rank one" updating scheme' especially attractive for use in the modified QN method, because this formula for constructing the (generalized) inverse Hessian does not depend on the search directions taken. The rank one formula has two disadvantages as compared to the DFP and BFGS formulas and, therefore, it is not usually used for conventional QN optimizations. In particular, the rank one formula does not necessarily maintain the positive definiteness of the H-matrix, and, also, situations may arise where updating according to the rank one formula is impossible.* These features of the rank one updating formula may force one to reset the H-matrix to that which was used in the beginning of an optimization, if the current search direction does not lead downhill or if it cannot be determined. However, the DFP and BFGS formulas may result in H-matrix restarts on nonquadratic PESs as well, when the search direction obtained is almost parallel to the previous one. The dependence of the modified QN method's performance on the updating formula used is illustrated in Sec. III.
Second, if a criterion is established indicating that a current point is sufficiently close to the minimum on the PES, then upon approaching a quadratic region of the minimum, one can evaluate the Hessian matrix and switch to a fast second-derivatives-based algorithm such as, e.g., a NewtonRaphson algorithm with or without line searches,' or its modifications that are based on the trust region concept. ' Provided that the evaluation of second derivatives does not pose a serious problem, this option seems to be advantageous for both conventional and modified QN methods, since in the quadratic region of a minimum, the QN method requires about as many line searches as there are independent degrees of freedom while second-derivatives-based algorithms need only a few steps to arrive at the minimum. However, the major difficulty here is to choose the criterion by which one decides that the quadratic region of a minimum has been reached. The most commonly used criterion is that the maximum component of the gradient must fall below some small preset value, but this criterion can be treacherous as it depends on the particular molecular system under study. For example, PESs for metallic systems are relatively flat and have multiple local minima, so it may turn out to be disastrous to rely on a quadratic approximation in such a case. These problems are avoided in the conventional QN method, which steadily moves downhill on the PES and, once a quadratic region of a minimum is reached, locates the minimum within a predetermined number of steps. The situation is definitely worse with the modified QN method, which may spend too many steps refining the position of the minimum. %e dependence of the number of gradient evaluations is practically the same as that for the energy and therefore not shown. Also, the data for the modified QN method correspond to both modifications (with and without the Hessian estimate), since the effect of the updating formula was found to be independent of whether or not the Hessian estimate was used. bN is the number of atoms in the cluster. %atio of number of energy evaluations, E, where the subscript corresponds to the updating formula used.
In order to alleviate this problem, we suggest the following. After the number of line searches exceeds the number of degrees of freedom, a numerical estimate of the Hessian matrix is attempted, as described in the Appendix. If this attempt is successful, the Hessian obtained is used to construct the Newton-Raphson direction pNn=-Ginvg, which is then used as a search direction. Here g is the gradient at the current point and Gin" is an approximate generalized inverse Hessian matrix, i.e., it has the same eigenvectors as the Hessian matrix G, and the eigenvalues of Gin", Ap, i=l , . . . ,3 Nat, are related to those of G as follows:
A?= ;~+,y&;";n 1,***,3N 1 . 9 at
Here the value of S is set to 0.1 Xmax Xi . Of course, the direction obtained this way involves the displacement of all atoms. As we show in the following section, the inclusion of the Hessian estimate into the modified QN algorithm has a positive effect on the performance of the method.
line searches exceeded 9 0 X N,, for N,, = 3,7,11,15; 120 X N, for N,= 19; and 50 X N, for N,,=23,27 (such a scheme resulted in approximately the same success rate for the modified and conventional QN methods). The total number of optimization runs for each cluster size was chosen to be 20XN,,. First, for each starting configuration, we compared the results obtained via three different techniques: a conventional QN method, a modified QN method, and a modified QN method with the Hessian estimate, where the DFP updating formula had been used in all three methods. This scheme was repeated for the BFGS updating formula used in all three methods and, then, for the DFP updating formula used in the conventional QN method and rank one updating formula used in both modified QN methods (with and without the Hessian estimate).
III. STATISTICS FOR LENNARD-JONES CLUSTERS
In order to test the modified QN method and to choose the best H-matrix updating formula, a series of optimization runs were performed. Each optimization attempted to find an equilibrium geometry of a hypothetical cluster consisting of similar atoms interacting according to a Lennard-Jones potential vu=z ~[(jg2-(~)']; e=l, g=l.
The effect of the updating formula on the performance of each method is shown in Table I . We found that on the PESs under study, the conventional QN algorithm with the DFP formula consistently required somewhat fewer energy and gradient evaluations compared to the one with the BFGS updating formula. For the modified QN methods (with and without the Hessian estimate), the DFP formula proved to be markedly better than the BFGS one, while being quite similar to the rank one formula. Thus, we use results obtained with the DFP updating formula for all further comparisons between the conventional and modified QN methods.
The initial geometry of a cluster was randomly generated so that the atoms were uniformly distributed within a cube of volume 8 X Nat, where N, is the number of atoms comprising the cluster (N,=3,7,11,15,19,23,27) . The optimization was terminated when the maximum component of the gradient fell below 2.4X 10m2. No optimization was attempted when any two atoms in the initial structure were closer than 0.3, and the run was considered a failure if the number of the The ratio of numbers of energy evaluations and line searches required by the modified QN method (with and without the Hessian estimate) to those of the conventional one are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively, as a function of cluster size. These results indicate that the ratio of line searches increases linearly with the number of atoms. Thus, despite a reduced scaling of a single point energy evaluation in the modified QN method, its overall scaling remains the same as that of the conventional one, and a computational advantage (if any) of the modified QN method may result from a better prefactor rather than better scaling. The de- tailed description of evaluating the two methods' comparative performance is given in Sec. V.
From Figs. 1 and 2 we also see that the Hessian estimate improves the performance of the modified QN method, although the relative effect of employing the Hessian estimate decreases with cluster size. This illustrates the fact that the number of line searches required to locate a quadratic region of a minimum on a given PES scales worse than O(N$, which is the scaling of the number of line searches required to build a numerical Hessian.
It is important to point out that as the number of atoms in a cluster increases, the number of different local minima becomes very large and the modified QN method may find a minimum other than the one found by the conventional QN method starting from the same configuration. However, we found no overwhelming bias toward finding a deeper (i.e., 'N is the number of atoms in the cluster. bpmmm is the estimated probability (8) of both methods arriving at the same minimum when starting from the same initial structure. 'PQN is the estimated probability for the QN method to find a deeper minimum than the modified QN method starting from the same initial structure. *P modQN is defined similarly to c.
better) local minimum for the conventional QN method with respect to the modified one when they start from the same initial configuration, as is shown in Table II . Accordingly, the curves in Figs. 1 and 2 represent the data averaged over multiple local minima; the data points obtained for the cases when the same local minimum was found by both the conventional and modified QN methods from the same starting configuration are also shown in Fig. 1 . As we see, these points are consistent with the curves; however, because the fraction of such cases goes practically to zero as the number of atoms increases (see Table II ), the statistics presented by the curves in Figs. 1 and 2 provide a better way to estimate the increase in the number of line searches in the modified QN method as compared to the conventional scheme. Thus, the general conclusion derived from the results presented in Figs. 1 and 2 is that the modified QN method requires about 1.5-5 times more energy evaluations and line searches (for 3-27 atoms, respectively) than the conventional one. Taking into account the advantageous scaling of the two-electron integrals in the former, one can envision circumstances under which a modified QN method will have lower computational cost compared to the conventional QN method. As it turns out, such a situation can be realized in practice, as is shown in the following section.
IV. Al3 /NIT/O EXAMPLES
We now describe several molecular structure optimizations performed at an ab initio level in order to illustrate several important features of the suggested technique. First, both the modified and conventional QN methods were applied to a singlet state of six Na atoms with a randomly selected three-dimensional initial geometry with no symmetry restrictions. The evaluation of the total energy was performed at the GVB(3/6)-PP level? utilizing a valence double zeta (VDZ) basis and an effective core potential due to Melius and Goddard." Thus the six valence electrons were treated explicitly by correlating the three electron pairs via a GVB-PP wave function for six electrons in six GVB orbitals. Both the modified and conventional methods found the same two-dimensional structure (see Fig. 3 ) which is believed to correspond to a global minimum." Computational details of this and other ab initio optimizations are presented in Table  III . For N%,, the modified QN method performs slightly worse than the conventional one because of the low ratio of the total number of basis functions, 48, to that on a single atom, 8. However, both methods exhibit robust behavior on the relatively flat and therefore difficult (for optimization) PES. Also, the increase in the number of energy and gradient evaluations in the modified QN method (by factors of 1.86 and 1.56, respectively) turned out to be less than that obtained for six atom Lennard-Jones clusters (-2 from Figs. 1 and 2).
The next example involved a search for an equilibrium geometry of S&H, starting from a distorted transition state geometry for 1,2-hydrogen elimination from disilane. The total energy evaluation was performed at the HF/6-31G** level (the basis set is from Ref. 12). From the data in Table  III , we see that the CPU time required for the energy evaluation when a Si atom is active during a line search does not differ much from the case when all atoms are moving (744 vs 910 s). Thus, it seems reasonable to use restricted line searches only when the dominant component of a search direction corresponds to an H atom, and use conventional search directions when a Si atom has to move. This approach resulted in a slight advantage (3% speedup) of the modified QN method (with 275 energy evaluations) over the conventional one (with 165 energy evaluations), where both methods found the same final structure.
In a third example, the modified and conventional QN methods were applied to a searching for the equilibrium geometry of a model for a dihydride species on the Si(lOO)-2X 1 surface. A surface Si dimer and its neighbors were represented by the SisH,z embedded cluster, I3 where the 12 boundary H atoms were kept fixed. The total energy was calculated at the Hartree-Fock level, with effective core potentials for all Si atoms, VDZ plus d-polarization basis functions for the two surface Si atoms and VDZ basis sets for all other Si atoms, as described previously.'3 Exploiting the findings from the previous example, the restricted search direction was applied only when the dominant component of a search direction corresponded to one of the two adsorbed H atoms (each of which had 6 basis functions as compared to 14 basis functions for each of the two dimer Si atoms). From the data in Table III , we see that each energy evaluation during the restricted line search was -4.15 times less expensive than that for a conventional line search. Keeping in mind that the fraction of restricted line searches in the modified QN method was 39% and that the number of line searches in both methods was practically the same (36 vs 38, see Table III ), the overall speedup of the modified QN method, 24%, seems rather modest. However, this is merely a manifestation of Amdahl's Law (see, e.g., Ref. 14) , that limits the total improvement in the performance of an algorithm consisting of several steps when only some of the steps are optimized. Still, a 24% speedup is attractive, especially when dealing with optimization runs that take days or even weeks on a workstation.
The Hessian estimate was unsuccessful in all three examples. This can be attributed to (i) a very flat PES and, thus, significant structural changes up to the very end of optimization in the first example; (ii) too small a trust radius (0.01 A) chosen for the second example, and (iii) a small total number of line searches in the third example. Thus the results shown in Table III reflect purely gradient-based minimizations.
All examples considered above reveal the importance of the ratio of the CPU time required for the energy evaluation during a conventional line search to that of a restricted line search. In the following section we consider conditions when the modified QN method is more efficient than the conventional one and show how one can estimate which method promises better performance before an optimization is even started. 'NI and N, are the total numbers of line searches and energy evaluations, respectively. bT, and T: are the CPU times (s) required for a single point total energy evaluation (including integrals and SCF step) during conventional and restricted line searches, respectively (on an FPS 521-EA computer). cOverah speedup (if any) of the modified QN method with respect to the conventional one. dAll atoms are allowed to move. 'Only a Si atom is allowed to move. 'Only a H atom is allowed to move.
V. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
In order to estimate the computational advantage (if any) of the modified QN method with respect to the conventional one for a particular case, one needs to have estimates for the numbers of energy and gradient evaluations required for both methods and the ratio of CPU times required to evaluate the total energy during modified and conventional line searches. While the former can be approximately estimated from the statistics obtained for the Lennard-Jones potential (see Sec. III), the latter can be calculated exactly prior to minimization. Let us denote N, and N, as the numbers of energy and gradient evaluations required by the conventional QN method, and N: and Ni as those for the modified method. We will denote the CPU time spent on the energy evaluation as T, for the conventional method and T: for the modified one; TB is the CPU time required for the gradient evaluation (it is the same for both methods, as discussed earlier). The total computational cost of the minimization performed with the modified and conventional QN methods is expressed as COS'Lonv =N,T,+N,T,, COST,tir= N; T; + N;Tg .
Here we have neglected the CPU time spent on energy evaluations after a Hessian had been obtained in the modified QN method, since there are only a few of them (3-5, independent of the number of atoms, as we found for Lermard-Jones clusters). Let us introduce two parameters, re and r,, , which characterize the performance of the modified QN method with respect to the conventional one: T, rc represents a computational gain of the modified QN method due to its advantageous scaling of two-electron integrals, while r, represents its loss due to the increase of the number of energy and gradient evaluations. Obviously, both parameters are greater than one. For typical ab initio electronic structure codes, the time spent evaluating a gradient is roughly twice the time spent on an energy evaluation, i.e., Tip=2Te. Now we can express an advantage in CPU time achieved by using a modified QN method instead of conventional one as =N,T, l-2 2 (r,-1)--z . e Thus, the modified method is more efficient than the conventional one when A(CPU)>O. As we see from Eq. (3), no advantage is realized when r,> 1+0. 5N, IN, . It is easy to show that this would mean that the CPU time spent on the gradient evaluations in the modified method exceeded the total computational cost of the conventional method; obviously, in such a case no economy in energy evaluation would matter. Since every line search typically requires 6-8 energy evaluations per gradient evaluation, we can estimate from Eq. (3) that the 11 a owed increase in the number of energy and gradient evaluations in the modified QN method with respect (3) to the conventional one, i.e., the parameter r,, should not exceed 5. This limits the number of atoms in the optimization to about 30, as has been shown for Lennard-Jones clusters earlier (see Fig. 1 ). This upper bound on the number of atoms can be used as an estimate for optimizations performed at the ab initio level. In fact, if there are restrictions imposed on a molecular structure to be optimized, the number of atoms can be increased as long as the number of independent degrees of freedom does not exceed that of 30 unrestricted atoms.
The limitation on the number of atoms for which the modified QN method may be more efficient than the conventional one, arises solely from the fact that the gradient evaluations are performed in the conventional way in both methods. In theory, one could devise an algorithm for a gradient evaluation which is similar to the one used for the modified energy evaluations, and achieve an advantageous scaling for two-electron integrals' derivatives as well. However, in practice it would require roughly 3N, times more storage space as compared to energy evaluations and, therefore, this option does not seem to be practical on a workstation. Obviously, when the gradient calculations are modified in the way described above, or when the gradient is calculated in parallel with the energy (like, e.g., in the parallel version of CAMESS),15 the modified QN method is likely to be more efficient than the conventional one whenever r,>r, .
In addition to the factor r,, discussed above, the second major factor that determines whether a modified or conventional QN method performs better is, of course, re defined earlier in the section. The value of rc is closely related to the ratio of the total number of basis functions, N, to the number of basis functions residing on the atom(s) which is(are) active during a line search, m. Although this ratio is subtly related to the number of atoms, this relationship is not straightforward and the value of re may vary substantially for the same number of atoms depending on the basis sets employed for each particular atom. The dependence of re on N/m can be illustrated by the data in Table III , which yield values of re equal to 1.22, 1.86, 4.02, 4.15 for the values of Nlm equal to 3. 58, 6, 13.6, 18, respectively. Thus, after determining the value of re for a particular case, one can use the data obtained for the Lennard-Jones potential (Fig. 1 ) in order to estimate rn . Then, based on the sign of A(CPU) [see Eq. (3)], one can choose either the modified or conventional QN method to be used for optimization. For example, for a cluster of 6 identical unrestricted atoms, the conventional method is likely to perform better, because the values of rn and re are 2 and 1.86, respectively (see Fig. 1 ) and the condition A(CPU)>O cannot be satisfied. Larger clusters and molecules, especially the ones with constraints, are cases where the modified QN method is expected to have substantial impact. Finally, note that in cases where restricted line searches are combined with the conventional ones, Eq. (3) cannot be used, and intuition will play a major role.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A modification of the conventional QN method is proposed which exploits the particular way the total energy is calculated during molecular geometry optimization performed at the Hartree-Fock or GVB levels of theory. The modified QN method requires 1.5-5 times more energy and gradient evaluations (for 3-27 unrestricted atoms, respectively) than the conventional QN method, while each energy evaluation is significantly cheaper due to O(N3) scaling of the two-electron integrals evaluation, where N is the total number of basis functions.
The modified QN method can be competitive with other molecular geometry optimization methods when no guess about the equilibrium geometry is available, so that one has to resort to gradient-based rather than Hessian-based algorithms. The proposed method results in fast descent from the starting geometry and, upon approaching an equilibrium structure, the novel Hessian estimate procedure allows one to refine the geometry via fast Hessian-based techniques.
ing search directions, it is guaranteed to coincide (approximately) with the actual Hessian only after one has performed, within a quadratic region of a PES, as many line searches as there are independent degrees of freedom. Clearly, in order to switch from the modified QN search directions to Newton-Raphson ones as described in Sec. II, one needs to have a reasonably good approximation to the Hessian matrix. Unfortunately, the only available method' does not provide a means to check the quality of the Hessian matrix so obtained, therefore we were forced to devise an algorithm that checks if there is enough information to construct a reliable Hessian and, if there is, builds it as follows.
The advantage (if any) of the modified QN method over the conventional one can be assessed before the start of an optimization. Since in our current formulation the gradient evaluation remains the same in both methods, the advantage of the modified QN method can be achieved only for systems where the number of degrees of freedom does not exceed that of approximately 30 unrestricted atoms. However, this limit will not exist if the gradient evaluation technique is modified as discussed in Sec. V.
Let us denote the coordinates of a current point and the corresponding gradient as n* and g", and the coordinates and respective gradients from the previous m line searches as xi, gj, i= 1 , . . . ,m. Let us discard those x, g pairs with x's lying outside the trust region around x*, so that m * <rn pairs are left. (We consider a geometry x as being outside the trust region of x* when the corresponding internuclear distances differ by more tha~l some preset value, the trust radius, while being within a cutoff distance.)
Within a quadratic region of x*, the matrix equation
We emphasize that the modified QN method will be most impressive for molecules where the ratio of total number of basis functions to the number of basis functions on each of the most active atoms is largest. On particular, we expect significant speedups for cases of mixed light and heavy atoms. Furthermore, when a system to be optimized consists of different atoms, the most efficient gradient-based technique will combine conventional and restricted line searches, depending on the number of basis functions residing on the atom contributing to the dominant component of a search direction.
G DX=DG t-41)
should be satisfied, where G is a 3N,,X3 Nat Hessian matrix, DX is a 3N,,Xm* matrix with the ith column being a vector (x*-xi), and the DG matrix is formed from the gradients' differences, similar to DX. Equation (Al) has a unique solution iff there are n linearly independent columns in the matrix DX. Thus, in order to check if there is enough information for an unambiguous determination of the Hessian, one needs to find the number of linearly independent vectors among (x *-Xi), i= l,..., m*. Special care should be taken here in order to remove In summary, although the modified QN method has its limits and cannot be applied universally, it provides an extra edge when dealing with molecular structure optimization on an ab initio level. This is especially important, since the problem of finding ab initio equilibrium molecular geometries is very expensive computationally, and, therefore, any possible speedup of this process deserves consideration.
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We are grateful to the Office of Naval Research for primary support of this work. E.A.C. also acknowledges support from the National Science Foundation, the Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation, and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation via a Presidential Young Investigator Award, a Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Award, and a Sloan Research Fellowship, respectively. such columns from DX which are "approximately" linearly dependent on the rest of them. This is necessary in order to avoid the situation where the determinant of DX is nonzero, but where the accuracy of the solution of Eq. (Al) is so poor that the resulting Hessian matrix G has no practical value. We identify such vectors via the criterion hll< E, where h is the height of the triangle formed by the vector being tested and its orthogonal projection into a linear space spanned by the rest of the DX columns, 1 is the vector's length, and E is a parameter which determines the criterion's strength; we have chosen ~=0.05, which produced such satisfactory Hessians that only one Newton-Raphson line search was required to find a minimum after a Hessian estimate was obtained.
APPENDIX
At present, in order to evaluate the Hessian matrix during optimization, a technique' similar to the one used in QN methods to evaluate an inverse Hessian, can be employed. Although a matrix obtained in this way is useful in generatIt is worth mentioning that, when performing an optimization in redundant Cartesian coordinates, one can easily account for translational and rotational invariance of the energy and add up to six x, g pairs to the list of the available ones without performing any additional evaluations of the gradient. Obviously, for the three vectors (x*-xi), a=x,y,z, which correspond to the translational displacement of the molecule with the geometry x* along the X, Y, and Z axes, respectively, the vectors (g*-gi), u=x,y,z, have all components equal to zero. Similarly, when considering the three vectors (x *-x2'), a=x,y,z, which correspond to the rota-
